
#

44

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6030 246 4.53 1.59 32 1/2 9 3/8 41 6.91 4.15 130" 35

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Upfield Burst, Hand Quickness as a Pass Rusher, Getting Hands in Passing Lanes at LOS

WORST

INJURIES

4/3 DE/3-4 OLB

As a 3-4 OLB in a defensive scheme that will primarily utilize him as a weakside edge rusher and in 

Flat/Buzz Zone responsibility in Zone blitz schemes; as 4-3 DE in a defensive scheme that will align 

him as a weakside 7-9 Tech.

2018 - No injuries / 2017 - "Slight Tear" in Left Hamstring (Weeks 3-5) / 2016 - No injuries / 2015 - 

No injuries

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2018 - Exclusively played 4-3 DE for the first time since rookie season (2015). Trending down the 

past 2 season after an All-Pro Year in 2016. Recorded team's only Defensive TD on a 74 yard fumble 

recovery. 2016 - 1st Team All-Pro, GP/GS (16/12), NFL leader in Sacks (15.5) & FF (6), Def. Snap% 

(60.4) / 2015 - GP/GS (16/16)

CLEMSON (SCCL)

A 4th year DE who has started 50 of 67 career games (4 playoff starts in 5 games) including 9 of 16 games in 2018. Did not

start Week 5 @Pittsburgh or 6 of the final 8 games due to a coach's decision based on poor performance. Played first 2

seasons under HC Dan Quinn as a 4-3 OLB and registered a league leading 15.5 sacks & 6 FF in 2016 and earned All-Pro

Honors. Regressed during 2017 season, first year under DC Marquand Manuel, due to a left hamstring injury and

subsequently transitioned into a full-time DE in his 4-3 stack defensive scheme that heavily utilizes 4-man pressure with Cover 

3 where he was primarily deployed as a 7-9 Tech LDE to rush the QB and be the Force/Contain player vs. the run. Slim frame

with adequate height, poor weight, marginal arm length/hand size, thin legs with good AA displayed by good

explosiveness/long speed, solid balance/stop-start quickness, and adequate agility/COD. Displays solid upfield burst vs.

Gap/Zone run schemes and quickly diagnoses Zone read/shotgun runs as end man on LOS while keeping shoulders square

and executing contain responsibility with good upper/lower body strength/explosiveness to stone pulling OL. Leverages

upfield burst/play strength/hand placement to stalemate solid OT and maintain contain responsibility as weakside defender

vs. Gap. Displays a solid motor to leverage ball on outside runs/screens/short passes and displays quickness/balance to make

tackles in space vs. RB with adequate AA. Good upfield burst vs. Pass - utilizes upper body strength/explosion to drive solid

OT back into pocket with speed/balance to dip inside shoulder and bend to disrupt pocket with speed rush. Possesses good

PR plan - shows quick, accurate hands as an edge rusher to stab OT inside/outside elbow and rip through to create pressure

and set-up rip-dip counter move to penetrate the B gap. An explosive leaper with solid timing to get hands in passing lanes at

the LOS. Executes Flat/Buzz Zone responsibility and displays AA/Zone awareness to stay underneath intermediate

routes/match short outside breaking routes from solid RB/TE. Adequate mental processing who is slow to K&D playside vs.

inside/outside Zone schemes and displays adequate physical toughness due to an inability to leverage Force responsibility vs.

OT/solid TE. Struggles to quickly diagnose A/B/C Gap schemes with adequate toughness/UOH/marginal arm length displayed

by an inability to locate runners in the backfield, leverage gap responsibilities at POA, and create separation/disengage from

OT/solid TE. Lacks physical toughness to seek/initiate head-on contact and make tackles at the POA. Fails to pursue efficiently

with proper pad level and displays deficient COD/agility to make tackles in space vs. runners with solid AA. Possesses

adequate mental toughness/stamina who struggles to go full speed as a pass rusher more than two plays in a row - this

reveals itself through a conscious effort to conserve energy on early downs to prepare for passing situations. Relies on bull

rush when tired and lacks arm length/hand timing to lock-out/forklift and disengage from solid OT. Marginal in Hook/Curl

Zone coverage - lacks mental processing/COD to identify then pick-up/exchange short/intermediate route concepts while

maintaining depth integrity. In the NFL, a 3-4 OLB in a defensive scheme that will primarily utilize him as a weakside edge

rusher and in Flat/Buzz Zone responsibility in Zone blitz schemes; as 4-3 DE in a defensive scheme that will align him as a

weakside 7-9 Tech that you can win in spite of who wins with explosive upfield burst/quick hands as a pass rusher and with

motor/discipline/long speed as a weakside run defender. Lacks mental processing/UOH/physical/mental toughness to win vs.

run at the POA or as the end man on the LOS vs. outside run.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

67
Games Started

50
Games Won

K&D Gap/Zone Concepts in A/B/C gaps, UOH vs. Run at POA, Physical Toughness, Tackling in 

Gaps/Open-field

PROJECTION A 3-4 OLB in a defensive scheme that will primarily utilize him as a weakside edge rusher and in 

Flat/Buzz Zone responsibility in Zone blitz schemes; as 4-3 DE in a defensive scheme that will align 

him as a weakside 7-9 Tech that you can win in spite of who wins with explosive upfield burst/quick 

hands as a pass rusher and with motor/discipline/long speed as a weakside run defender. Lacks 

mental processing/UOH/physical/mental toughness to win vs. run at the POA or as the end man on 

the LOS vs. outside run.

2018: vs CAR 9/16, vs NO 9/23, at WAS 11/4, vs BAL 12/2, at CAR 12/23

38
Winning %

57%
Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Beasley, Vic

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

4-3 DE/3-4 OLB
DOB (Age)

7/8/92 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Fornaciari, Theo

TEAM

Atlanta Falcons15-1st-ATL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


